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Welcome from the Headteacher
There have been so many joyful moments this half-term, from watching
students on the sports field, in lessons, WymLife and, a particular highlight,
the resumption of Inter House debating in the evenings. As I write this, the
sun continues to shine on our campus and we have, despite the challenges
of Covid, managed to return to a ‘business as usual’ model.
It has, however, been a challenging half-term. We have sadly had members
of our community who have needed to self-isolate due to Covid19 which I
know can be difficult. Our staff have had additional pressures due to the
pandemic but have, as always, gone above and beyond to care for our
students. As I said in my recent letter, our biggest challenge in terms of managing Covid cases is
the extremely limited space for students needing to self-isolate and I reiterate my plea that if you are
asked to collect your child, please do so in the timeliest possible manner.
We include in this edition of the Lion a new section written by members of the Headteacher’s
Council. We are passionate about developing student leadership and doing everything we can to
ensure that their voice is not only heard, but they have the tools to impact positively on our school
community. I would like to thank all members of the HTC for their unwavering support and hardwork
this half-term.
In November, the results will be announced of the Pearson National Teaching Awards. You may be
aware that we have been shortlisted along with two other schools for the ‘Secondary School of the
Year’ category and whatever happens, to already be identified as a Silver Award winner is testament
to every single member of our community. We have been told the results will be announced on BBC
‘The One Show’ week beginning 22 November.
Finally, can I thank all students, parents and staff for their positive and unwavering support.
Floreat Sapientia

Mr Dan Browning – Headteacher

@mrdbrowning
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From the Chair of Governors
As half term commences, I thought it worthwhile to write to you all outlining
the view from the Local Governing Board (LGB). Quite simply, the LGB is
unanimous in its praise in which the manner the College has set about
returning to normal operations. All the LGB who have visited as part of their
monitoring duties have reported on the buzz that is clear in all staff and
students. The staff at the College have been outstanding in their efforts to
get to as near normal as possible. One of the phrases, that has resonated
with the entire LGB, was from a Year 8 boarding student who has started
boarding in a multi-year house for the first time:
‘My first year of boarding was great fun as I was boarding with my friends, now I have started in a
new house with different year groups, I understand what it is like to be part of the boarding family
which is even better.’
There are, however, challenges. The spectre of positive COVID results is a constant reminder that
no-one can afford to be complacent, and I am confident that everyone at the College is doing their
very best to ensure the bare minimum of disruption. We all have our part to play in driving infection
rate down and must continue to do so.
I briefly visited the World Mental Health Day event and was struck by the level of enthusiasm,
inclusivity and awareness that the event had generated – sadly I was unable to stay long enough to
see the donkeys. My thanks to Rachael Hill and her team for executing such a successful event.
Linked to the above, it is clear that given the frenetic pace at which the staff are operating to ensure
a near normal delivery, that their wellbeing is important. Sometimes as parents we take for granted
the level of service that is provided without really evaluating what it actually means. In some areas
staff are operating on their own and are working incredibly hard to ensure seamless delivery. My
plea to all parents is to have some empathy for the staff as they continue to work through the daily
problems that do occur. Yet again, they are doing their very best in often challenging circumstances.
The staffs’ mental wellbeing is important so please take the time to support them where you can.
Finally, the LGB and I look forward to meeting many of you in person as the College is more able to
resume its normal calendar of events.
Matt Woodeson, Chair of Governors
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Wymondham College Prep School
“Exciting, amazing, enjoyable, brilliant”, these four words were used to
describe the first month of boarding at Wymondham College Prep School by
our first Year 5 and 6 boarding cohort. They describe our brand-new purposebuilt boarding house as “homely, with a real family feel” and they thoroughly
enjoy the opportunities offered in the evenings and weekends, including
access to the facilities at Wymondham College.
Our Year 5 and 6 boarders enjoy a boarding experience that ideally prepares
them to transition as a boarder to Wymondham College. The opportunity to
start boarding before Year 7 will provide your child time to foster desirable
character traits such as: independence, determination and bounce-back-ability
that will enable them to go on to flourish as a boarder both at the Prep School but also at the College.
We, also, can’t underestimate the chance to develop meaningful friendships that most importantly
prepares them for the challenges that all pupils face when transitioning to secondary education,
particularly as a boarder.
The boarding house, Underwood Hall, provides a safe and homely environment for our young
boarders to grow. Nestled in the 85-acre Wymondham College site the mixed boarding house
benefits from small group same gender dormitories, enabling the boarders to develop camaraderie
but also giving them their own individual space should they so desire it. The house itself benefits
from a range of community areas where our boarders bond together over a favourite film in the main
lounge or relax in the snug for a cosy chat, board game or book. With its own kitchen and dining
room, the house will enable the boarders to benefit from a brunch Sunday breakfast, a variety of
evening snacks, including a staple of toast, and the space for various evening activities to engage
the boarders. Immediately outside the house the boarders have access to an informal seating area
and outdoor play area enabling them to relax and play with their friends in the evenings and at
weekends.
Most importantly, the boarders’ home from home is well staffed with a caring and professional team
who are here to support them as they delight in their achievements, consoling them when it doesn’t
quite work out and enabling individuality to flourish. The Head of House, Mr Jon Timmins, carefully
monitors each boarder’s development and is on hand to help at every turn, carefully nurturing each
young boarder from first steps through the entrance of Underwood Hall all the way to their last.
The boarders access the various facilities on offer at the Prep School and the College, enjoying a
Saturday morning swim in the pool, joining the College’s boarding houses for joint activities and
attending Sunday chapel, ensuring that our boarders always have the space for meaningful
endeavour and relaxation, creating friendships and fond memories.
In order to learn more, to arrange a visit or to join us as a boarder please visit our website
https://www.wymondhamcollegeprepschool.org/1735/underwood-hall or email
admin@wymondhamcollegeprepschool.org
Mr Alex Wilson
Headteacher
Wymondham College Prep School
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Year 7 Summer School
A unique opportunity presented in the form of the new Year 7 Summer School in September. With
transition in July having been cancelled, it was fantastic for our new Year 7 students to benefit from
five days on campus before the rest of the College returned.
The students followed the school timetable Wednesday to
Friday with assembly each morning, followed by three
lessons, including Maths and English every day. Most lessons
were taught by the teacher who would have the class for the
rest of the year, which was extremely beneficial for the
students in getting to know their teacher and vice versa. After
a tasty lunch each day (and students being given the chance
to get used to the refectory without risking being late to period
4!) the afternoons were filled with fun activities in their house groups. The afternoon rotations
included a scavenger hunt to get to know the site; a Wellbeing session with Mrs Hill and Mrs Kelly;
a Red Cross first aid session run by Mr Padreddii; Archery by Miss Lambert; a craft session in which
students could make a door or locker sign; icebreaker games including getting into height order in
silence.
The weekend was great fun with House sports, blind football and paper plane races on Saturday
morning, followed by a picnic lunch in the Sports Hall (the skies looked rather gloomy to picnic on
the field!). In the afternoon, the Year 7s followed a rotation with a
session by Chloe from Banham Zoo, including reptiles and Monty
the Python; a visit from Tom at Wymondham Alpacas; and, the
absolute highlight (and biggest regret for the clearing up, sorry Mr
Summers and Mr Soudain) was the team game to make the tallest
tower out of marshmallows and spaghetti – we certainly have
some future architects in our midst.
Sunday was our Celebration BBQ on the sports fields. The year
7s could choose from a range of activities including a 25ft climbing
wall, Zorbing, traditional sports day games, circus skills workshop and an inflatable, vertical slide,
gladiator duel and obstacle course. We couldn’t have wished for better weather (if slightly too hot!)
for the barbecue lunch and although there were some tired faces around, a memorable day was
had by all.
Boarding students enjoyed their first taste of boarding life, being able to get used to the routines in
place and forming relationships with those they will go on to live with over the next five years. Despite
a few homesick tears, the boarders got stuck into their new Wymondham College life and were able
to meet their new Head of House during evening activities. Mr Summers ran Wymopoly and Mr
Collishaw loved hosting a competitive Bingo session. On Saturday evening, boarders were able to
create their own pizzas and then relaxed in the Fry cinema after an action-packed few days.
All students who attended received a filled pencil case to set them up for the year and also the book
‘How To Be Awesome’. We were thrilled to have so many students thank us for their time in Fry and
also receive so many wonderful emails of thanks from parents – thank you.
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It was a great pleasure to get to know the new Year 7 cohort and it’s wonderful to see them around
campus. The success of initiatives such as the summer school can only ever be achieved through
the hard work of so many staff. A huge thank you to the teachers, boarding staff, SLT, refectory
staff, estates, College Office and so many more who came together to make the summer school the
triumph it was.
Mrs Padreddii, Deputy Head of House, Fry Hall

English Department
The English Department is delighted to announce that year thirteen student Oliver Campbell was
selected as one of the winners of the prestigious Young Norfolk Writing Competition 2021, for his
thought-provoking poem ‘Poetry, I Think’. The standard of entries was exceptional, with over 350
entries across 51 schools into the competition. Oliver performed his winning piece alongside five
other winners in a showcase event in July at Dragon Hall, Norwich. Oliver was interviewed on BBC
Radio Norfolk on Saturday 2 October to talk about his experience. Well done, Oliver!
Oliver’s poem:
Poetry, I Think – Oliver Campbell
Dear English Examiners,
Do not take my lyricism as criticism,
Instead take it as a rant of frustration for the culmination of the repetition of hours spent scouring
Over pages and pages of poems taught,
Spaces between lines filled with multi-coloured notes,
Copies of the teacher’s ideas compressed to fill the margins.
Take my frustration as the culmination against the
Continuation of the assimilation and regurgitation
Of those multi-coloured notes into black, not blue, ink in the examination hall, stating that,
The random rhyming and repetition convey the frustration and confusion
Of the frustrated and confused poet.
The expectations and obligations to recollect translations
Of Shakespearian dictations to solidify in my mind,
Whilst reading them hundreds of times to revise.
Its repetition, the source of my frustration and confusion. But it Does work.
Teachers teach what must be taught,
And some students can choose to ignore,
But the ones who listen to the frustratingly confusing poetry,
Like me, write those multi-coloured notes, patiently, and see, poetry,
Because apparently, I’m a poet and I didn’t even realise
I was rhyming those words into lines and stanzas and, well, poetry, I think.
And as I sat at my heavily graffitied desk, procrastinating,
Staring at artwork etched into it’s surface by artist who,
It seems, did not care for the words of Wordsworth
And Blake. Quotes and ideas swirl around my mind,
Battering down any hopes of free time,
As the exams loom over me, in its shadow I sit,
Memorizing the random rhymes and repetition that convey
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The frustration and confusion of the frustrated and confused poet,
Only to vomit out essays consisting of
Long words, quotes and bullshit onto lined paper,
No multi-coloured notes allowed in the dead silence
Of the examination hall, and to emerge to a sigh of relief, to discuss its difficulty
With friends, students and mates.
And, hence, therefore, in conclusion,
Imagine if this poem was to be taught
To other frustrated and confused, frustratedly confused students,
Memorizing that, obviously, the random rhyming and repetition do convey the
Frustration and confusion of the frustrated and confused poet.
Imagine that irony. Ay Teach.

The English Department is also delighted to announce that Year eleven student Tilly Meers was
selected in the ‘Generation Lockdown Writes’ competition as one five winning entries for her
powerful piece ‘The Pandemic: Three Perspectives’. The standard of entries was exceptional, with
over six thousand entries across the world into the competition. Tilly’s piece really stood out and
hugely impressed the judge. Tilly has continued to write creatively since attending the annual Arvon
trip in March 2020 with Miss Bird – we are immensely proud of Tilly’s achievement and hope that
this latest success inspires her to keep writing. Tilly’s piece will be published in the final manuscript
for the ‘Generation Lockdown Writes’ book. The organisers hope that the final collection can provide
a fascinating insight into how young people have found the past challenging eighteen months, and
Tilly’s piece will be a fantastic contribution to that.

The Pandemic: Three Perspectives
Eleanor Hile, age 16, London
I’ve always wondered what it would be like to be trapped in my own home: trapped in my mind. But now that has
happened, I wish everything would go back to normal. I long for the chance to meet my friends, even to go back
to school. Every day is the same. The same routine, repeated over and over again. Once upon a time I would
have loved for my life to be a constant - to be a flat line - with no ups or downs. But now I wish for the curves, the
twists and the turns. Excitement and joy, sadness and sorrow. Seconds have begun to feel like hours, minutes
like days. It’s all become a blur: there’s no yesterday or tomorrow, only time. Empty hours that tick by, wasted
forever. But I’ve come to accept it now: this is the new normal.
Every day is the same: my mum goes off to work, twelve hours later she comes back home. But every day she’s
lost some of her sparkle. Her hands shake and her usually plump cheeks are becoming emaciated. She never
used to be like this: it’s working in the coronavirus ward that has done this to her. Once every while she comes
home perkier, having seen someone fight through the virus and be released back home. That’s why she does the
job; the satisfaction may be scarce, but it’s immense. And what can I do? I’ve simply got to sit at home and try not
to worry. Sit at home and watch time slowly tick by, filled with emptiness and boredom. Stare at a computer screen
for hours on end, until my vision blurs and my eyes slowly droop shut. Most days, I make futile attempts at
conversation with our next-door neighbours, Mr and Mrs Markus. But yesterday, Mr Markus got carted off to
hospital. It makes it all seem more real when someone close to you gets seriously ill. Helps to bring you back down
to earth and realise that what’s going on around you isn’t some kind of fairy-tale.
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Mr Markus, 65, loving father and husband
All my life I’ve been taught that one small decision can change lives. For me, the moment I decided to go to the
supermarket early in the morning drastically shaped the next few months, possibly even years of my life. When I
first caught coronavirus, I thought I was just going to get mild symptoms. A slight cough, at worst a temperature.
Six days later, my chest started to tighten: like a boxer was grabbing my lungs and squeezing tight. Apparently,
an ambulance took me to hospital. Almost immediately I was put on a ventilator, hanging onto the threads of my
life. It was all that I could do to try and stay alive. I didn’t have the energy to smile at nurses. I couldn’t even raise
my hand as a small token of gratitude. My body was frantically fighting away, whilst I lay limp in bed. My immune
system was attacking this virus, helping me through it, whilst I was weak, unable to care for myself. I just hoped
that someday I would make it back home, be able to see my wife and children again.
Mrs Hile, ICU nurse, mother of Eleanor
Today is a special day, a day that will always be close to my heart. Seven weeks after Mr Markus was first admitted
to hospital. Now he’s leaving; he managed to drive through this virus and onto the road of recovery. My grip on his
wheelchair tightens as I push him down the corridor. It’s littered with lines of nurses, whose hands are clasped
together, clapping for him. It’s this that makes my job worthwhile: seeing how grateful everyone is for our effort
and passion. Seeing their gratitude towards all the nurses, for everything we’ve done to help. I watch as his eyes
brim with tears, after spotting his family. It’s them who made him fight: his love for them persuaded him not to give
in, to continue battling. Love and unity is what binds this community together, what keeps us going strong.
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Maths Department
Four of our most talented Year 13 female Mathematicians entered the Mathematical Olympiad for
Girls, run by UKMT. They had to write extended answers to challenging mathematical problems
over a two and a half hour time period.

Hello from College Office
It’s been a huge pleasure seeing our students return and new students join us for a new term which sees a
more normal school life than we experienced during the last academic year.
Thank you to all parents and carers who have kept us informed of absences and to students who have
diligently signed in and out at College Office, something crucial to keeping attendance up to date. It’s been
an incredibly busy start to the academic year and the welcomed return to a more normal school routine.
Please accept our apologies if there has been a delay to any of your enquiries but be assured, we are working
to address all enquiries, questions, and requests.
The College closes 17:00 Friday 15 October with the second half of the Autumn term starting Monday 1
November. Boarding students return Sunday 31 October with Houses opening at 19:00. New Hall is the
designated Early House, accepting students at 18:00 if pre booked. Students who have requested transport
from Wymondham Train Station will be collected at either 1815 or 19:00 and again should be booked in
advance.
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Wisepay
Since the start of term and a return to more normal activities such as College trips, we realise that some
parents may not have activated their Wisepay account or require a re-activation due to password expiry.
Please do contact us if you have not accessed the system to ensure that when items/trip/visits are posted
you are able to book and pay as soon as possible and also advise us if you wish to change the contact priority
on the account if one parent/carer is the primary user.
Email: collegeoffice@wymondhamcollege.org and add Wisepay in the subject line
Lateral Flow Test Kits
We continue with lateral flow testing at College and encourage everyone to continue with testing during the
half term break. If supplies allow, we will issue students with kits, but this cannot be guaranteed as we are
dependent on a delivery. Kits can be ordered online or collected from test centres. The link to the order
system can be found below. Please continue to register the results on the NHS results, and if possible,
complete the College form for our central register. Here are the links:
Ordering kits: https://www.gov.uk/order-coronavirus-rapid-lateral-flow-tests
NHS results registering: https://www.gov.uk/report-covid19-result
College result registering: COVID-19 Lateral Flow Test Results - Students
Return of Library Books
We have been informed that a number of library books were not returned at the end of the summer term,
which impacts on library resources for all students. If your child/children have books they are no longer using,
please have them return the books to the College.
Half Term Contact
Reception and College Office will be open over the half term break, Monday to Friday, 08:30 to 16:00 for
general enquiries but please bear in mind the remainder of the College is closed.
Contact Emails
Main School Attendance: collegeoffice@wymondhamcollege.org
Sixth Form Attendance: attendance6@wymondhamcollege.org
Sickness, dental/medical appointments, covid reporting, leave of absence requests
collegeoffice@wymondhamcollege.org For general information, normal day to day College operations such
as, registration, general correspondence, Wisepay accounts, transport, bursaries, covid reporting, travel
arrangements, pupil premium
CISSteam@wymondhamcollege.org - IT Support for student email/access
admissions@wymondhamcollege.org - External relations, applications, and enquiries to join Wymondham
College as a day student, boarding student and to register for open days/events.
goingonline@wymondhamcollege.org - Schoolbase access for parents/carers
enquiries@wymondhamcollege.org - for general questions about the College
wc-fees@se-trust.org - fees, payments/invoicing (student related enquiries only)
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AccountsDepartment@wymondhamcollege.org - supplier related enquiries or general student accounts
hr@sapientiaeducationtrust.org - for staff vacancies and personnel enquiries
Wishing you a relaxing Half Term
Ms Flint and the College Office Team

Dates for your Diaries
Date

Start
Time

End Time

Event

31/10/2021

19:00

20:00

Boarders return

01/11/2021
03/11/2021

17:00

06/11/2021

11:00

13/11/2021

11:00

19/11/2021

15:45

05/12/2021

19:00

09/12/2021

16:30

Start of Term (Week A)
Year 12 Welcome and Meet the Tutor via
SchoolCloud
Year 11 Parents’ Event: Ways to Support at
College and Home
Day Parents’ Forum
17:30

Service of Nine Lessons and Carols
20:30

10/12/2021
05/01/2022
06/01/2022

Boarder Parents’ Forum
Year 9 Parents’ Evening via SchoolCloud
End of Term (timings to be advised)

16:30

17:30

Boarders return (in full uniform)
Start of Term (Week A)
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From Headteacher’s Council
After a year of constant cancellations, rescheduling, diverted dreams and the fear of the virus that
shall not be named looming over us, this year’s Headteacher’s Council (HTC) is glad to guide the
College back to a semblance of normality. We have such a great team who demonstrate
Wymondham College pride, passion and positivity. Led by Faith Uzoigwe (Head-Girl), Ross Lloyd
(Head- Boy) and Elisha Carter and David Daley (our two deputies) - we hope to further improve the
school and leave a lasting legacy for everyone. Apart from the aforementioned roles, we have a
phenomenal team of Year 13 students working diligently to promote the core tenets of inclusivity,
diversity and wisdom in various ways.
This first half-term has been dedicated to getting to know each other and finding ways to leave our
mark on the College. During our training morning, we debated which charities we wanted to choose.
We eventually landed on Mind, WWF and Show Racism the Red Card. We believe collectively that
they’ll cover the issues this HTC are most passionate about highlighting this year. Mental Health,
environmentalism and diversity, respectively.
We think it is important that we establish that everyone in this community has a voice and, in turn,
a vital role to play in upholding Wymondham College values. This year’s HTC has made a point of
visiting main school houses, being present and presenting at assemblies and organizing events and
activities to be enjoyed by all. As far as diversity the Black Student Forum, Cultural Corner and more
have been spearheaded by two of our members and our powerhouse marketing team of one helped
co-ordinate and edit our introductory video and is currently working on widening our social media
presence.
Summary of our chosen charities
Mind: Mind is a mental health charity located in England and Wales. It was founded in 1946 as the
National Association for Mental Health and it celebrated its 70th anniversary in 2016. Mind offers
information and advice to people with mental health problems and lobbies government and local
authorities on their behalf. With the pandemic and other stressful events, focusing on mental health
is more important than ever and we are proud to represent them. This initiative is being led by Flori
(Mental Health/Wellbeing team member)
WWF: The World Wildlife Fund is an international non-governmental organization founded in 1961
that works in the field of wilderness preservation and the reduction of human impact on the
environment. The team, led by Lilly (Graphics Designer and one of our Environmental Officers) aims
to make the College greener through recycling and is setting up a College run in March to promote
the cause, returning to a beloved Wymondham College tradition.
Show Racism the Red Card: Show Racism the Red Card is an anti-racism education charity,
established in England in January 1996 to harness the high-profile nature of footballers as anti-racist
role models to educate against racism throughout society in the United Kingdom. One of the plans
we hope to introduce is to do a 24-hour sports event, including Rugby, Netball, Hockey and Football
to show that through sport and education, everyone can be equal. This team is led by Lailana
(member of Diversity team and one of our Main School Representatives)
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Over the year we hope you get to know us more and to help you out here is an email address you
can contact us with any concerns, queries or suggestions: HTC@wymondhamcollege.org
Here are the names of our team: Faith, Ross, Elisha, David, Efe, Lailana, Flori, Maddie, Shadif, Lilly,
Sam, Darwin, Philippa, Tomi (Angel) and Percy.
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Thank you to everyone who continues to support our PSA shop by not only shopping with us but by
also donating your unwanted uniform. There are donation buckets in each house or please leave
your clean unwanted uniform in main reception. We really do appreciate your help. Any secondhand uniform questions or orders can be placed through wymondhamcollegepsa@gmail.com. Our
shop is open every Saturday from 11:30-12:30 except for exeat weekends and school holidays.
The PSA have agreed to support a request for funding to purchase new shirts for the senior hockey
team. The shirts have arrived and the girls first XI will be proud to wear them when they represent
Wymondham College at the regional finals in November.

NEWS FLASH……We have some very exciting news. The shop
is moving! We are relocating to the former CCF hut in Cavell car
park. The new PSA Hub as we will now be called, handed to our
Chair Rachel Birtwell by Mr Browning, will give us the opportunity
to stock more and possibly add something new… watch this
space! If you are interested in helping at the new shop or getting
involved in other ways, then please get in touch.

We are having our PSA AGM on Saturday 6 November at 10:00
in our new premises, so please come along and join us. All
upcoming meetings are on the school calendar on the school
website. https://www.wymondhamcollege.org

Volunteers helping at the Boarder Taster Evening last week. There’s
no chance of going hungry in The Refectory!
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We currently have spaces available to join our 200 club lottery. Every month we draw two prizes of
£75.00 and £35.00. In September we have a massive draw of £2000.00 and £1000.00. Email our
co-ordinator at wymondhamcollegepsa200club@gmail.com and for £5.00 a month you could be in
with a chance.

We are registered with EasyFundraising and Amazon Smile, there are thousands of retailers who
will donate, for free, including Amazon, eBay, John Lewis, Argos, and Waitrose. Your shopping
won’t cost you anymore and you can raise money on all the things that you buy anyway. It’s so
easy and free money for us!

Thank you all very much, enjoy the half term holiday.
Email wymondhamcollegePSA@gmail.com
Visit www.facebook/wymondhamcollegepsa
Follow us on Twitter @WymondhamColPSA & INSTAGRAM
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